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About This Game

The Story

One Step Ahead is a multiplayer simulation game where you can choose to play the role of a fugitive, military or a K-9 unit.

The story is rather simple. There is a small number of fugitives that need to exfiltrate. They can use a map and a GPS to get to
the possible exfil points, and set a certain number of traps to cover their back. On their tracks, there is a small number of K-9

units that can use their canines to find the fugitives. The bulk of the chasers is then made up of a military team that works
closely with the K-9 units.

The goal is for players to fill a role and think strategically. I encourage a simulative approach and act as you would do in real
life. If you're interested in FPS with a lot of firing action, this game might not be for you. Instead, a creative and realistic

approach can offer you simulative real life scenarios.

Roles

As a Fugitive
You need to complete your goal while staying alive. You will be tracked down so hide in the shadows and lose your tracks. Even
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better: learn how to use them to ambush the pursuers.

As a K-9 unit
Everyone counts on you and your K-9 to track down the fugitives. Treat your dog as the precious resource they are, and ensure

that they don't get harmed. Without them, it'd be almost impossible to find the fugitives in these dense forests.

As a Military
You know what to do, and you know it well. You're the backbone of this chase, and you won't fail.

Early Access Warning

There currently isn't a dedicated server to play on. One of the players can host the game for other players to join in.

Discord

Want to get in touch? We have opened a discord to gather direct feedback. Join us at https://discord.gg/xG5GVKQ.
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Title: One Step Ahead
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Misultin Games
Publisher:
Misultin Games
Release Date: Q4 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (x64)

Processor: Intel Core i7-3770K CPU

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 960 or AMD Radeon R9 270X

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 9 GB available space

Additional Notes: Microphone for multiplayer communication

English
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